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Body temperature is an essential physiological index reﬂecting human health. Accurate measurements of body temperature play a vital role
in the diagnosis and treatment of diseases. In this paper, a temperature sensor manufactured by laser-induced graphene is introduced. This
sensor has high measurement accuracy, simple preparation, and low production cost. The sensor is made of laser-induced graphene and is
easier to fabricate and operate than traditional thermal resistance sensors. The sensor is of high accuracy, is easy to manufacture, and is of
low cost. The sensor has high accuracy and is linear between 30°C and 40°C in the human body temperature ranges. Laser-induced
graphene (LIG) sensor’s resistance value is correlated linearly with the temperature value, and compared with the infrared thermometer, the
accuracy of the sensor is ±0.15°C while that of the infrared thermometer is ±0.30°C. The sensitivity of the LIG sensor is −0.04145%° C−1 .

1. Introduction
Body temperature measurement is an important physiological parameter that reﬂects the health of the human body,
and its accuracy aﬀects the diagnosis and treatment of
diseases. Nowadays, equipment used for measuring body
temperature is mainly mercury thermometers and electronic
thermometers [1, 2]. Due to the shortcomings of mercury
thermometers, they are replaced gradually by convenient
electronic thermometers [3]. The main types of current
electronic thermometer sensors include platinum resistance
sensors, integrated temperature sensors, thermocouple
sensors, and thermistor sensors [4]. These clinical thermometers are made of rigid materials which are prone to
relative displacement with human skin during the measurement process. This relative displacement leads to inaccurate measurements and limits the application scenarios
of body temperature detection. The ﬂexible sensor uses
materials similar to Young’s modulus of human skin. It has
the advantages of being bendable and extensible and can
maintain common contact with the human body. The

ﬂexible sensor is used for daily personal health monitoring
and treatment, human body temperature detection, and
sports rehabilitation treatment [5–8].
Flexible sensors are proved to have good eﬀects in the
ﬁeld of human life characteristics. For example, in
detecting bioelectric signals, the ﬂexible sensor can detect
various physiological diseases (such as cerebral thrombosis
and arrhythmia and other cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases) and is used for diagnosis and prevention
of diseases. Flexible sensors are also used to detect EMG
and EEG signals, which can be used to research intelligent
prosthetics, rehabilitation medicine, sleep monitoring, and
other ﬁelds. Compared with the traditional wet electrode,
semidry electrode, and hard-dry electrode, the ﬂexible
sensor has less skin stimulation. Combining the skin is
more stable, which greatly expands its application scenarios
[9–13].
Flexible temperature sensors have diﬀerent types, such as
thermocouple type and thermal resistance type [14]. Zeng
manufactured a temperature sensor using a “sandwich”
structure, which used PEO as a temperature-sensitive
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material, used PVDF as a matrix, and used graphite powder
as a conductive ﬁller. The manufacturing process is as follows: manufacture PVDF/PEO material while preparing
silica gel substrate, then cut and manufacture PVDF/PEO
material ﬁlm and lead out the electrode connections, and
ﬁnally cast liquid PDMS and spin-coated poured to form an
outside ﬁlm [15]. Dankoco et al. used an organic silver
composite (TEC-IJ-010) thermistor, deposited on a polyimide ﬁlm by inkjet printing, to make a type of thermistor
for medical applications [16]. Karimov et al. produced a
ﬂexible temperature sensor based on carbon nanotubes. The
manufacturing process is to deposit carbon nanotube
powder on a 35 μm adhesive elastic polymer belt, build the
aluminum foil electrode into the polymer tape, and then
cover it with the same kind of tape and make it act as an
elastic sleeve [17]. Xiao et al. have successfully developed an
array of platinum thin-ﬁlm thermistors. They used liquid
spin-coated polyimide ﬂexible substrates. The manufacturing process is as follows: oxidize the silicon wafer thermally
to generate a SiO2 sacriﬁcial layer with appropriate thickness, prepare a certain thickness of a polyimide ﬁlm, and
then sputter a Ti/W alloy adhesion layer of 20 nm and a Pt
ﬁlm of 100 nm. Then pattern by photolithography to form a
resistance strip. And then, a Ti/W alloy adhesion layer of
20 nm and an Au ﬁlm of 200 are sputtered and photolithographed to form electrodes. Next, it is covered with
PAA protective layer. The device is released on the ﬂexible
substrate [18].
The traditional manufacturing process of ﬂexible temperature sensors mainly includes functional material
preparation, nanoscale functional ﬁlm deposition, micronano structure patterning, transfer printing, and packaging.
The process is complex, and the manufacturing cycle is long.
The manufacturing process requires well-trained operators
and a variety of equipment [19–23]. Laser-induced graphene
manufacturing [24] needs simple experimental conditions, a
simple patterning process, and lower manufacturing costs.
Laser-induced graphene is used to mold Polyimide’s surface
pattern in one path, and the design can be customized freely.
Therefore, laser-induced graphene has a wide range of applications and strong compatibility. This paper introduces a
ﬂexible temperature sensor based on laser-induced graphene. Using the thermal sensitivity of graphene, it can
accurately measure the human body temperature. The laserinduced graphene (LIG) sensor’s advantages are high accuracy, low cost, simple manufacturing process, and ease to
achieve mass production. The accuracy of LIG sensor is
higher than that of the latest infrared thermometer temperature sensor in the market (Omron infrared thermometer). The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2
introduces the LIG temperature sensor’s working principle
and manufacturing process. Section 3 contains the experimental performance work. The ﬁrst one is the Raman
spectroscopy test. Then, the LIG sensor’s sensitivity is
checked by running an experiment in diﬀerent conditions
(30°C–40°C) and (30°C–60°C) using a temperature table. A
real application test for the LIG sensor with three human
volunteers is used to evaluate the LIG sensor’s applicability
with the human body. Finally, an experiment veriﬁes LIG
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sensor’s higher accuracy by comparing the LIG sensor recordings with the most accurate temperature sensor in the
market (Omron infrared thermometer), and thermocouple
readings are used as reference readings. Section 4 presents
experimental results and discussion. Section 5 contains the
conclusion of this paper.

2. LIG Sensor Theory and
Manufacturing Process
2.1. LIG Sensor Theory. Graphene is a single-layer two-dimensional honeycomb structure material composed of
carbon atoms connected by sp2 hybrids bonds. Also, graphene conductivity is related to the strength of electrophonon coupling within a limited temperature range. As the
temperature rises, the electro-phonon coupling increases,
leading to increased conductivity and decreased resistance.
These characteristics make the graphene material can stand
as the graphene temperature sensitivity. This article presents
a low cost, small size, and accurate temperature sensor for
human body temperature measurement based on the graphene temperature sensitivity.
2.2. Manufacturing Process. The LIG sensor introduced in
this paper was manufactured by using a laser-induced
method. During the manufacturing process, the laser irradiates the polyimide ﬁlm to produce energy, making the
lattice vibrate. The lattice vibration causes the local high
temperature to destroy the C-O, C�O, and N-C bonds and
cause the aromatic and imide repeating units in the polyimide ﬁlm to be rearranged to form the graphene. One of the
critical successes of this manufacturing process is the
manufacturing process before the laser-induced graphene
process. The entire manufacturing process is carried out on
an acrylic plate to the polyimide ﬁlm’s ﬂatness during the
manufacturing process. First, the double-sided tape is pasted
on the acrylic board (100 mm × 100 mm), which is used to
ﬁx polyimide e ﬁlm and acrylic plate in relative position. It is
used to position the polyimide ﬁlm in the processing instrument during the subsequent processing to ensure the
pattern’s processing accuracy. A hydrosol tape (ASWT2, a
width of 5 cm, Aquasol) is attached between the polyimide
ﬁlm and double-sided tape to ensure complete ﬁxation of the
sensor during all the fabrication processes. Then, a polyimide ﬁlm (50 × 10−3 mm thickness, Kapton HN) is pasted
on the hydrosol tape. In the above three steps, it is necessary
to ensure that the two layers of materials are bonded
smoothly without any bubbles or bulges in between. In the
processing stage, the polyimide ﬁlm is written directly by a
CO2 laser. In this process, the polyimide ﬁlm’s laser-irradiated area is converted to porous graphene, while the
unexposed area remains unchanged. The temperature sensor
manufactured by laser-induced graphene technology is
shown in Figure 1(a), while the layer arrangement during the
manufacturing process is shown in Figure 1(b). Finally, the
hydrosol tape is dissolved with clean water to separate the
processed LIG temperature sensor from the double-sided
tape. The sensor can be removed entirely from the acrylic
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Figure 1: (a) LIG temperature sensor; (b) LIG temperature sensor manufacturing process.

board without causing any damage or falling oﬀ to the sensor
due to improper force. The whole manufacturing process is
simple, quick, and does not require any other complicated,
expensive, and time-consuming equipment.
Linet al. researched the laser-induced method to produce
a porous graphene ﬁlm. Founding that graphene manufactured by laser with 2.4 W–5.4 W power, the G peak intensity ratio to the D peak of the Raman spectrum (IG/ID)
shows that when the power rises to 4.8 W, the graphene
crystal size (La) increases to 40 nm. When the power continues to increases, the La value will gradually decrease, and
the higher the La value, the lower the graphene porosity and
the better the graphene quality [24]. In this research, the
laser parameter during the fabrication process was chosen as
follows: laser power of 4.8 W, scanning speed of 3.5 inch/s,
and beam size of 120 μm, and the pattern adopts a serpentine
layout to improve its stretchability.

3. Experiment
3.1. Raman Spectroscopy Test. This paper uses this test to
characterize the ﬁnal composition to decide whether the
formed material is graphene. The Raman spectroscopy was
measured by employing a Raman microscope excited by a
514 nm laser at room temperature.

3.2. LIG Sensor Temperature Response for Diﬀerent Conditions
3.2.1. The Response of LIG between 30°C and 40°C (Simulate
the Human Body Temperature Limits). In a room temperature environment of 27°C, the LIG sensor was ﬁxed on the
constant temperature table’s surface, as shown in Figure 2.
The temperature table was used to provide the temperature
change from 30°C to 40°C, and the thermoelectricity was
used to characterize the surface temperature of the temperature table. An Agilent 3458A digital multimeter was
used to read the resistance value of the LIG sensor. After the
table’s temperature becomes stabilized, the multimeter’s
value was recorded, and the thermocouple’s value for each
1°C changes for 10 s. And then, the average value of these 10 s
was found. The temperature table was used to replace the
human body’s surface temperature measurement. This experiment simulates the human body’s measurement in an
air-conditioned room with no wind, and the room temperature is 27°C.
3.2.2. LIG Sensor Temperature Response between 30°C and
60°C (to Check the Stability in High Temperature). Using
A-section equipment and the same measurement method,
the eﬀect of the temperature change on LIG sensor resistance
between 30°C–60°C was studied. For every 5°C, the
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Figure 2: Temperature response test method of the sensor.

temperature was recorded by a thermocouple, and a multimeter recorded LIG sensor resistance. All the recordings
last for the 30 s after the temperature table has reached the
stabilized region, and then the average temperature value of
the thermocouple reading was calculated.
3.3. Practical Application and Sensor Accuracy Veriﬁcation
3.3.1. LIG Sensor Experiment for Human Body Temperature
Measurement. In this experiment, three volunteers with age
between 20 and 30 years and a normal body temperature in
the last seven days, without any other symptoms, participated actively for a body temperature measurement using
LIG sensors. Volunteers were asked to have nostrenuous
exercise within 30 minutes before the test. Nor stayed in a
room environment with a temperature above 30°C or below
20°C. The data acquisition part was divided into two parts.
(1) The volunteer’s palm’s body temperature was measured.
The resistance of the LIG sensor was measured using a
multimeter. And each person was collected data four times.
The resistance was recorded within 10 s after the LIG sensor
was contacted to the skin. Each time the measurement interval was 30 s. The resistance value was converted into the
corresponding temperature value by the ﬁtting curve obtained in the A-section experiment. Before starting the
experiment, each volunteer’s temperature was measured
with a thermocouple and compared with the LIG measurement result. (2) One of the volunteers was selected, and
then the volunteers’ palm’s temperature was collected, and
the LIG sensor’s resistance value was recorded with a
multimeter. 2 s before the sensor contacts the skin started to
record the LIG sensor’s resistance during the whole process
of the sensor resistance from contacting the skin to leaving
the skin.
3.3.2. Sensor Accuracy Veriﬁcation Using LIG Sensor vs.
Infrared Electronic Thermometer for Temperature Range
30°C–40°C. The temperature collected from thermocouple
of K-type with a range of −20°C to 400°C and resolution of
0.1°C was taken as reference temperature to compare the LIG
sensor and the most recent accurate infrared electronic
thermometer of type Omron infrared. Because the human

body temperature change is limited with time and the human body temperature cannot be controlled, the temperature table shown in Figure 2 was used to provide the needed
temperature environment. By recording the thermocouple’s
temperature, Omron infrared thermometer temperature,
and compared them with the LIG sensor resistance values,
and got the LIG sensor’s accuracy. The LIG sensor’s resistance value was converted by the temperature response
function obtained in Section 3.2.1 to get the temperature
value which is calculated by this formula R � S × T + B
(where R is the resistance, S is the sensitivity, and T is the
temperature). The temperature of the temperature table’s
surface cannot be measured with an infrared thermometer
since the temperature table’s surface is a metal surface.
Because silica gel has good thermal conductivity, the ecoglex
00-35 fast platinum cured silica gel authorized by American
smooth-on was used to prepare a silicone sheet with a
thickness of 0.7 mm as a contacting material between the
temperature table and the infrared thermometer. The silicone sheet surface temperature was measured using a
thermocouple to check if there is any diﬀerence between the
temperature on the silicone sheet surface and the temperature table surface. The results show that the surface temperature of silica gel is the same as that of the constant
temperature table. Therefore, the silica gel sheet can be used
as contacting material between the temperature table and the
Omron infrared thermometer. Finally, every ﬁve measurements of the infrared thermometer were used to ﬁnd the
average temperature and plot the average measured values.
The resistance values of the LIG sensor were also plotted into
a graph.

4. Result and Discussion
4.1. Raman Spectroscopy Test Result. The Raman spectrum
test result is shown in Figure 3, which has three peaks of the
Raman spectrum that indicates the formed structure is
graphene material: the D peak at 1346 cm−1, the G peak at
1580 cm−1, and the 2D peak at 2692 cm−1. Peak D shows
defects of graphene. The intensity of G peak is higher than
that of the 2D peak, indicating that the graphene has fewer
layers. The value of D/G is low, which indicates that its
crystallinity is high.
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Figure 4: Linear relationship between the temperature and the LIG
sensor resistance between 30°C and 40°C.
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Figure 3: Raman spectrum.
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4.3. Experimental Results of LIG Sensor Temperature Response
between 30°C and 60°C. As shown in Figure 5, the X-axis
represents time and the Y-axis represents the resistance
measured by the multimeter between 30°C and 60°C. The
resistance of the sensor is stable at each temperature, especially between 30°C and 40°C, with no ﬂuctuation. From
45°C, the ﬂuctuation gradually increases. Because the LIG
sensor is used to measure the human body temperature,
which changes between 31°C and 39°C, the sensor is stable in
this temperature range. As shown in Figure 5, the resistance
of the LIG sensor is stable at 30°C, 35°C, and 40°C, which is
measured between (0, 10), (10, 20), and (20, 30), respectively.
When the temperature rises above 40°C, there is a slight
gradual ﬂuctuation in the resistance.
4.4. LIG Sensor Practical Application Experimental Results
(1) As shown in Table 1, the table records the four
measurements of three volunteers’ body temperature
measured by using the LIG sensor and one measurement using the thermocouple k-type before the
experiment. The results of the four measurements are
within ±0.55°C of the correct measured value by the
thermocouple. The experimental results show that
the LIG sensor has high stability and can measure the
human body temperature.

7.10
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7.09
Resistance (kΩ)

4.2. Results of LIG Sensor Temperature Response between 30°C
and 40°C Using Temperature Table. As shown in Figure 4, the
X-axis represents the thermocouple’s temperature value. The
Y-axis represents the resistance value of the LIG sensor
measured with a multimeter between 30°C and 40°C. The
relationship between the resistance of the LIG sensor and the
temperature is linearly related. The value shows a linear
decrease trend with the increase in temperature. The sensitivity is −0.04145%° C−1 . And the ﬁtted straight line’s slopeintercept is 1.29049%, indicating the LIG sensor’s negative
temperature coeﬃcient characteristic.
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Figure 5: The relationship between the temperature and the LIG
sensor resistance corresponding to the time.

(2) As shown in Figure 6, the abscissa is the time, and the
ordinate is the sensor’s resistance value—the time
when the sensor contacts and leaves the skin has
been indicated in the ﬁgure. The experimental results
show that the time from skin contact to resistance
temperature stabilization is about 30 seconds.
4.5. LIG Sensor and Infrared Electronic Thermometer Accuracy
Comparison in 30°C–40°C. The LIG sensor’s error is within
±0.15°C, and Omron’s infrared temperature sensor error is
within ±0.3°C, which shows that the LIG sensor is more
accurate than the infrared temperature sensor between 30°C
and 40°C. Graphically, as shown in Figure 7, the thermocouple characterization value is linear represented by a green
straight line. The LIG sensor’s characterization value, represented by a black line, is approximately identical to the
thermocouple characterization value. In contrast, the
Omron infrared device readings are represented with a red
line, which is less similar to the thermocouple characterization value than the LIG sensor, which indicates that the
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Table 1: Experimental results of the LIG sensor.

Volunteers
1
2
3

LIG sensor
LIG sensor
Thermocouple
LIG sensor
LIG sensor 4th measurement (°C)
temperature (°C)
1st measurement (°C) 2nd measurement (°C) 3rd measurement (°C)
32.537
32.165
32.015
32.493
32.4
33.523
32.904
33.940
33.598
33.4
33.697
33.950
33.125
33.180
33.5

8.795

results in Section 4.3, the resistance value is stable and
accurate in a wide temperature range of 30°C–60°C, and
there is no apparent ﬂuctuation. Section 4.5 shows that
comparing the LIG sensor with the more precise infrared
thermometers, the LIG sensor is more accurate with a range
of T ± 0.15°C. In contrast, the accuracy range of the infrared
thermometer is T ± 0.3°C. Section 4.4 shows that the LIG
sensor can measure human body surface temperature.

Contact

8.790

Resistance (kΩ)
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8.775
8.770

5. Conclusion
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Figure 6: Experimental response time of the sensor in contact with
skin to the time.
44

Measure temperature (°C)

42
40

In this paper, laser-induced graphene is used to manufacture
a new type of temperature sensor that is fast, eﬃcient, low
cost, and simple in process, which can measure the human
body’s surface temperature with accurate measurement
results. The LIG sensor is manufactured by CO2 laser-induced graphene, and the manufacturing process is simple,
and the manufacturing method is easy to operate, and it is
easy to achieve mass production. Experiments have been
made to prove that the sensor has an accurate and stable
response to temperature. It can be used to precisely measure
the human body’s surface temperature with accuracy
(T ± 0.15°C).
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measurement result of LIG between 30°C and 40°C is more
accurate than the measurement result of the Omron infrared
temperature sensor.
4.6. Discussion. From the results in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, it
can be seen that the resistance value of LIG sensor is linearly
related to a temperature between 30°C and 40°C, showing a
negative temperature coeﬃcient characteristic. From the
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